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INIRonucttoN

Nilo-Saharan is the mostproblematic case in Greenberg's (196311966) classification of
African languages. Previously the role of chance in mass comparison has

been investigated with the ry'm-ary approach (Mikkola 1998). The test comprised a
standard sample from l8 languages in Greenberg's Nilo-Saharan word lists. Consonants
were grouped into I types corresponding to natural classes, any vowels were accepted.
The probabilities of every different word-initial Cvc-sequence type were investigated,
and the expected dishibutions were compared with the observed scores. Around a dozen
of the observed similarities were more common than expected by random coincidence,
though usually not significantly. For details of the methodology, results and the
background see Mikkola (1998).

The aim of this paper is to go beyond the results of that statistical approach. Those
of Greenberg's etymologies observedmore oftenthanexpected are includedinthismore
deøiled qualitative investigation. These best etymologies are compared with new and
more comprehensive data, including all Nilo-Saharan stocks. Besides the statistically
strict tokens, other important supporting (and conflicting) evidence is taken into
consideration. In addition, the results are controlled against other African phyla,
including a short discussion concerning the Kongo-Saharan or Niger-Saharan
hypotheses.r

I Abbreviations: Bender's (e.g. 1996a) code system forNilo-Saharan (A, B, ... Ek, En /El, E2,
...Fp, Fc ..., K, L) was applied; otherwise:

l. SupponrrNc EvIDENcE

1.1 Srnlcr CzuteRIe., GRmNeBRc's D¿,t¡,

The total length of the test list2 was 93 items; altogether 68 glosses involving ca. 103

etymologies were observed to occur in Greenberg's Nilo-Saharan etymology lists. Inthe
statistical approach only one of these (#225r in the combined list) 'who?' was

significantly above the expected by random coincidence (at the 95 per cent level), In
addition, nearly significant cases were etymologies #209 'tooth' (in Eastem Sudanic) and

#224'white 3'. Other important etymologies within the sample found more often than

expected included notably: 'meît?'(one of the common African roots), 'dog'(which is

a Wanderwort), 'mouth 2' (Eastern Sudanic),'man l'(mostly Eastern Sudanic) and 'to
kill2lto die 2' (rwo roots; also found in Niger-Congo).

Though the quantþ of strict similarities between Nilo-Saharan lineages is usually

insignificant, we ought not to forget that some languages had incomplete data. None of
the investigated etymologies occurred in more than halfthe sample languages (with strict

criteria), in the original data.

1.2 SUppInMENTARY EvDeNce

In search of additional supporting evidence, Bender (various works, especially 1996a),

Ehret (1989 etc.), and several other sources were consulted. Gumuz and Krongo were

also included in this search. The supplementary evidence will be discussed from

linguistic and areal viewpoints. If statistically strict criteria are required, important

additional supporting evidence was observed only in a few cases. Allowing transitional

correspondences, more sound changes, semantic shifts, and coincidences in additional

languages within the stocks, the number of observed possible cognates markedly

increased. However, the role of chance increases considerably.

Nevertheless, the results seem to lend support to the Nilo-saharan hypothesis, with
the exception of o.nly afew lineages. With supplementary evidence, one of Greenberg's

proposed etymologies was observed to occur in 12 sample languages (out of l8). The

expanded database also revealed further supporting evidence for other proposed

cognates. For details see chapter 4. Because the statistical analysis was only based on a

2 Bender's Ethiopian word list; without personal pronouns, which Greenberg included in his

list of grammatical elements.

3 Note that the numbering system was made for the combined word list; regarding the original

(Greenberg 196311966) numbers see the discussion in chapter 4.
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NS
CN
ES
NC
AA
KS
PWS
PHS

= Nilo-Saharan
: Chari-Nile
= Eastem Sudanic
= Niger-Congo
= Afroasiatic
= Khoisan
= Proto-Western Sudanic (by V/estermann 1927)
: Proto-Hamito-Semitic (by Orel & Stolbova 1995)
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CVC-types (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant), for details see Mikkola (1998:71-72):
Ø = zero consonant (word-initial/final vowel/semi-vowel), M, N, L (1, r), S, P, T, and K.
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sample data of Greenberg's word lists, a few additional coincidences (i.e. other glosses)
could presumably be found if comprehensive data were used for the whole list.

2. CorNcrpENCES rN INDTvTDUAL SAMpLE Le¡¡cuRcps

Using strict criteria (see Mikkola 1998), the individual sample languages featured these
etymologies quite sporadically as seen in Appendix 2 (being more common than
expected according to the Poisson distribution, though not necessarily significantly).
some chance cognates, loans (like wanderwort 'dog') and possibly sound symbolic
words are necessarily included in the table. Temein had no strict non-chance word-initial
cVC-coincidence in the original sample, but this was due to the poor data. songai, Bari,
Mangbetu, and Koma had only I each. The most frequent sample languages were Maba
and Nera, both with 6 items in the test list. All others featured 2-4 strict non-chance
CVC-coincidences in the list.

Concerning the strict similarities, the supplementary data did not affect these figures
significantly in most cases. Noteworthy were a few additional items in Eastern Sudanic
(like Temein, Nyimang and Gaam) and a reduction of one or two items in Nyangi (not
being strict coincidences).

If transitional coincidences (like 'movable k' and some differences in the second
consonant) are included, the picture substantially changes. From several languages,
considerably more evidence can be found. However, some languages, especially songai
and Nyangi, are not much better Nilo-Saharan candidates after this procedure. Temein
and Bari are still badly represented. However, additional evidence was observed in other
Temein andNilotic languages. All otherNilo-Saharansample languages featured atleast
3-6 coincidences with this somewhat subjective approach (some Eastern Sudanic
languages even 7-9). When moderate semantic shifts and cognates in closely related
languages were allowed, still more evidence was observed - up to l0-l I roots per stock
(out of l3 etymologies in Appendix l).

lnthenon-sampleNilo-Saharan lineages, several important coincidences were found
in Krongo, but only one or trro in Gumuz. No definite solution for this can as yet be
suggested. It might be that Gumuz is an isolate, instead ofbeing a Nilo-saharan language
(Bender, p.c.). Note, thatBender(1979:40) had even formerly expressed similardoubts:
"perhaps not even a Sahelian language at all".

3. Is Nu,o-SAHARAN BoTH AN INcLUSIVELY AND AN EXCLUsIVELY VALID
LINEAGE?

The comparison revealed several similarities between Nilo-Saharan and Niger-Congo
requiring linguistic explanation. The similarities with Niger-Congo are often systematic.

n0

RevÍsíted

In addition, they were found to occur in many different branches without even contact

to Nilo-Saharan. Therefore, at leasta late contact is, presumably, out of consideration as

an explanation for the coincidences. Interestingly, this mightsupportthe Kongo-Saharan

hypothesis proposed by Gregersen (1972).

Blench (1995) has claimed that Niger-Congo is only a 'branch' of Nilo-Saharan.

Though his evidence for 'Niger-Saharan' is not exhaustive, the hypothesis might still be

regarded as a serious one; however, possibly without some outliers, like Songai, Kuliak,

unã Gumn". Nevertheless, I cannot agree with the details of his classification. See also

the discussion and additional suggested items linking NS andNC by Bender (1981: 263;

1992:3'7; and 1996a: esp. 66, ll8-119, 126-136). Cf. also Boyd (1978, 1996) and

Williamson (1989: 7-9). However, not all proposed similarities seem acceptable.

The few coincidences with Afroasiatic are presumably due to contact, sound

symbolism, andchance. These similaritieswere generally observedtooccuronly in some

limited areal contexts (especially in Chadic, Cushitic and Omotic), where borrowing is

the most plausible explanation. South African Khoisan (and several non-African

languagesj appeared to be much more divergenq reflecting geographic distance and the

lack of genetiõ relationship. As a whole, a handful of similarities is easy to find, even in

unrelated languages (e.g. Sandawe).

Because ihe starting point in the statistical analysis was Nilo-Saharan, some bias

follows and might distort the results regarding outside comparisons, i.e. towards a too

comprehensive picture ofNilo-Saharan. Any consideration of this type ofbias has ofren

been neglected in language comparisons.

4. CotvtunNTs oN THe Besr Ervuol-oclps

No systematic effor-searching conceming the qualþ of Greenberg's data was carried

out, úut note some (only minor) differences to other sources. Besides Greenberg's word

lists, several other works were also consulted.a These are quoted only if additional

supporting or conflicting evidence was found. Therefore, the lack of citation is relevant,

and reflecis that unrelated roots were observed to occur in these Nilo-saharan stocks (in

languages investigated). To save space, the differences in transcriptions and the (often

extiausiive¡ additional evidence within the same stocks are generally not shown (unless

qualitatively relevant). The etymologies are discussed in alphabetical order, in each case

beginning with the original data in Greenberg (1966). It has to be emphasized that this

"uátogo"-type 
discussion includes, besides real cognates, also random coincidences and

loan words.

I have to regret the unsatisfactory quality of some Omotic data.

l1l
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The etymology
in the combined list

V/ord-initial
CVC-type

hanÉi; Cf.'hound'
Jl, Mittu pisi

wasi;

ìs(s,)ì;

The etymologies in the original
word lists of Greenberg (1966)

e#60'dog' Øvs (NS#46, CN#31, ES#36)

Similar word-initial CVC-sequence occuffed in 4 sample languages, only 2 were
expected by random coincidence.

Fur asa
Nera wos
Merarit wi:s
Daju i;si (Daju:'Dagu of Darñr', unless otherwise stated)

In addition,2 'dissimilar' words in the sample languages:

e#91 'to go 1' LVø (cN#43, ES#55)

Word-initial LVØ-coincidence was found in 2 sample languages; only I occurrence was

expected:

Merarit la
Kunama li; 'lau- inBender (1996a: 101);ga;s- (Bender l97l:277\

Note the following forms outside the sample:

Dinka lc, Maasai lo
Lugbara /u, Kreish /o;

Note also (possible supplementary evidence):

Kanuri lengîn, lejln (Cyffer 1994: 80)

Nera */- (Bender 1971:268)

Cf. Bender's ( 1996a 101) "Fair isogloss" #144 /(a)ut-?'fall ordrop, follow, go or cross,

run'. Bender also notes similarities in Afroasiatic (Chadic -/; not a good coincidence,

presumably accidental) and Niger-Congo QtRa, lyu ...):

NC Ijoid lø
Duru laa, luu 'aller' (#91 in Boyd 1978:69)

Blench (1998: 29) has proposed a similar innovation in Benue-Congo: 67.# lo'to go'

(Yoruba, Emai, Nupe, Yamba). Though word-initial lateral approximants are quite rare

in most Nilo-saharan languages (in the sample investigated here) this NS etymology is

not very convincing. Important outside links were not observed. Nevertheless, it is a

possible nuclear NS root. Cf. another 'to go'-root #37 in Gregersen (1972:83) and #,to

in Blench (1995: 116).

Rare in Chadic, e.g. as in Sura (Jungraithmayr & Ibriszimow 1994, II: 106).

ll3

AA5 Ometo wayie
Highland East Cushitic *w¡'s-

Beja yaas
Egyptian

Berber

r.í pl. 'dogs pulling the ship of the Sun-god'; and

'derivative'in
*wVs[i]n 'jackal'

D
E3
E7
E8

A
F

E7
H

E9
FNote also the following forms, originally from S[outhern] C[ushitic] accordingto Ehret,

as cited by Fleming (1983: 439):

Tepes (Soo) suyan 'dog, wild' (Lycaon Brooks)
Maasai o-suyiani

One of Bender's (1996a: 143) 'Nilo-Saharan fragments'. See also Bender (1981: 25S).
Accordingto Blench (1995:127),theroot#-si'dog'is "extremely widespreadinCentral
Africa", e.g.

K
E9

Gao
Mangbetu

Masalit
Baka

Katcha
Nupe

B
E3

,st

"Jì

c
F

L
NC

ínji nBdgar (l99lb: 126)

Tolibi (Katcha) ¿eerál(t¿)¡roz í lschadeb ery 1994: 26) cf.

The root is more common than expected due to chance. However, this is a Wanderwort
having corresponding forms in unrelated languages: including Ethiosemitic, e.g. Amharic
and Gurage; and Highland Cushitic, e.g. Sidamo and Kembata (see e.g. Bender 1971).
Presumably ofAfroasiatic origin: Orel & Stolbova's (1995: 536) PHS#2571\taè/*wa-
yaô-'dog':

lt2
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e#95'grassn LVø (NS#68, CN#46, ES#57)

Only I word-initial LVØ-occurrence was expected due to chance, but 3 cases were

observed in the sample:

lawa

Daza
Gaam

lue

elle
lel

'grass, green'

If transitional forms were included, the total is 5 occunences in the sample languages;

additionally:

luac
E5
F

B
E4

Maba
Nyimang
Mangbetu

Outside the sample:

E9 Shilluk Dlei 'a grass from which ropes are made'

Note also:

Proto-Western Nilotic *luum'kind of grass' (Rottland 1997:154)

Karimojong altba-nr(Fleming 1983: 445) and

K Ik eltba (contact with Nilotic)
E2 Tirma lanjciT (Bender 197l:265)
E8 Proto-Daju *Iasiey',green" Thelwall's (1981: 178) reconstruction

This gloss was unused in Bender (1996a:222,160),though he mentions similarroots for

the fragment 'grass, green'. Though this may be a common root for the nucleus, one

possibti explanation is mere sound symbolism (cf. 'lawn'). There is also a coincidence

in East African Khoisan:

KS Sandawe úúpà 'grass'(Elderkin 1983:508)

e#ll2'to kill 2'l.to die2, ØYØ (NS#81 'to kill2" cN#30 'to die 2')

This is another case where Greenberg's original etymology had to be split for semantic

and statistical reasons - misleadingty (but necessarily) as is easy to see below. Four strict

word-initial ØYØ-concidences of 'to kill' were observed in the sample; 3 can be

expected due to chance (closer to 4).

A Gao wi

tt4

Nìl n-Snharnn R evìsited

Daza t; yider, cido, yitq'tuel' (Le Cæur & Le Cæur 1956:
387)
-ìyw-ír- 'kill', -by-'die' in Edgar(199Ib: 126,

128)

Kunama

Additionally, 3 cases of 'to die' were observed in the sample, and also 3 word-initial
ØY Ø - coincidences were expected:

B

C

H

Maba

Fur
Gaam
Koma

E5 Nyimang

E7 Tama

L Krongo

Lugbara
Huela
Bariba

wu;

ya:

t¡r in Bender (1998: 56)
(Madan); Komo wíi wu'die'; k'cs (-S)'kill
(Bender 1983:269,271)
Note Shabo ha'kill', k'o'die' (Ehret 1995a: 186)

Outside the sample:

E9 Maasai ye; Proto-Nilotic *tc'die'(Dimmendaal 1988:38)

Note the following supplementary evidence:

D
B4
I

wqt
iy;
ui

gwix- pl. 'to strike, kill', sg. ní (Tucker & Bryan 1966:

247)
iy'die',Ibiri=Merarityí/øy'kill' (Edgar l99la: 126,

128)
aqyá'die' (Schadeberg1994: 26)

'kill', Lendu hwi'kill' ;

'kill'

115

Ehret's (1989: 41,43)roots: 'sahelian' *wi 'to kill' and'Saharo-Sahelian' *y8'to die'.

Cf. Bender's (1996a:156, 185) most widespread Nilo-Saharan 'fragment' (possible

"weak isogloss in Satellite-Core"), additionally in:

F Central Sudanic kui, wui, Fc (Core Cental Sudanic) */rwi

Besides, note also some similarity in Gumuz, e.g'

J Sai ialçwa 'kill' (Bender 1979:61)

Gregersen's (1972: 82, 84) Kongo-Saharan roots:

#24'to die' (and Greenberg's NC root #14 'to die'), e'g.:

F
NC

cbr
kpã
cbi
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Kutep wã
Zande, Likpe kpi

and#44'to kill':

Kyan
Serer
Ewe
Nupe
Nubian

Turkana
Kreish

Mursi
Sila

Qimant

Janjero

wuru
war
wu
wa
iwire;

ari
iri
brá
-irsi

E9
F

Cf. E2
E8

AA

NC

EI

'to die'
'to die'

iMeidob p ev r an, Kadaru w ur i, etc. (Thelwall I 97 8 :

278)

'die' (Bender 197 l: 265)
'die', Shatt -arse (Thelwall 198 I : 176)

Westermann's (1927: 219,225,237-238) PWS included, with a wide occurrence of
modern reflexes, the following reconstructions: *gue'töten' ; *gù- 'töten' sterben' (with
reflexes wu, wi, etc.); *kú, *hiá, *lail'sterben, töten'. See also Boyd's (1978: 56,73)
Adamawa-Ubangian roots for 'tuer' (#3 i, yi, etc.) and 'mourir' (#ll8 wuu, wu, etc.).

Scattered similarities can be observed in:

l{ c: ; [Ehret's] Proto-Cushitic ka f¡-'kill' (Bender 1994:
tt62)

w c : r c' w a'kill' (Bender 197 I : 239,258); Cf. Proto-Omotic
*wU{-'kill' (Bender 1994 1156)

Ehret (1995b: 478) has reconstructed a Proto-Afroasiatic root #1010 \taf-'to die' (in
practice only Cushitic?). Random coincidence may be seen in Khoisan:

KS Sandawe k?*é:, wák?*à, húkTà 'to kill' (Elderkin 1983: 510, 515-

516); Note Hadzakllo-'to kill' (Sands 1995:249\

This all seemsvery confusing. Because similarformsare found inbothNilo-Saharanand
Niger-Congo, these two roots may at fnst sight be regarded as possible evidence for
Kongo-Saharan. A possible explanation for the roots like !a, !8 in NS might be

bonowing from Cushitic (or a substrate). Concerning roots like kui, hwi, one possible

source - in some cases at least - could be NC. Otherwise, the coincidences seem quite

fragmentary. Still, many unanswered questions remain. Why are there such curious

similarities in unrelated languages?

ll6
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e#124'man lt øVT (CN#61' ES#72)

Three word-initial ØVT-coincidences were expected and 4 were found in the sample

languages, always strict. All these, except Berta, were Eastem Sudanic:

cf. H

Kenuz
Didinga
Nera
Berta

Zagawa
Komo
Krongo

Mudo
Krongo
Ilit

id
tt
eite
ide;

EI
E2
E3
G

Outside the sample, similar forms occuned in Central Sudanic:

F Baka oda, Ikeishuddu

Additionally, as supporting evidence we can fînd:

D Lowland For ùiò (Dornboos, unpubl./Bender)

E5 Nyimang waQag 'person' (Stevenson 1957:175)

E6 Temein(Ronge) déénì 'person', Doni ddèy(Stevenson, unpubl.)

E'7 Sungor at 'person', Ibiri ìrfí (Edgar l99la: 129)

cf. Bender's (1996a:81, 105-106) 'Good isogloss' #22 *di'child or baby, brother,

person, man, mother', "Mixed semantics: intertwined with other roots": 'Fafu isogloss'

#t68 *trød- (for f, see Bender 1996a: 69) 'boy or son or child, ûiend, man' and
,satellité-Core' isogloss #176 *(a)ta'person, boy, child, father, man, son, sister';

'person' additionally in the following:

n'de-'person' in Bender (1996a: 81)

pl. otte
at(a)

taø-debgc'man' (Talasa; L forms from Schadeberg 1994:

34)
m-tqaq¿-
kááúlkadri 'person, people' (Krongo proper);

kaad-a, Kunama &ø, Bender (197 I : 277'27 8)

B
I
L

Note also Afroasiatic (Omotic *llaccording to Bender 1996a: 106):

AA ê: d, l'lale a;sl (Bender 197 l: 255, 263)
7 adda : m (Bender l9'1 I : 230)Tigre

tl"I

Ari
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Cf. Orel & Stolbova's (1995: 137-138) PHS #595 *da7-/*daw-,man, chief , with
refl exes in Berb er (* dVw -' men', e. g. i- du inF igig} Chadic (Musgum døl,people' )6, and
Rift (Cushitic; *daH-'stranger'); and Ehret's (1995b: 343) AA reconstruction #668:
* fìd-'person'; omotic *id-; Southernomotic *ed-. Accidental similarþ inKhoisanand
Niger-Congo:

KS !Xóõ taa 'person'(Sands 1995:255)
NC Proto-Bantu *-jada (Meeussen 1980:45)

Concerning this root, slight evidence for (nuclear) Nilo-Saharan might be observed.
However, the distribution suggests that possibly an ancient contact with Afroasiatic
languages can (speculatively) be seen as a possible source for it. practically no
connections with NC were found.T Further research is needed before any solid
conclusions can be made.

e#128'meat21 NVø/øVN/NVN (NS#94, CN#64)

With strict uiteúa, there were 2 expected and 3 observed cases of word-initial NVØ-
similarþ in the sample:

N il o-S ahar an Rev i s it e d

E5 Nyimang nyigan (Ehret 1983: 4l l)
E6 Dese nányà?'oil'(Collective; Stevenson, unpubl.)

E7 Tama !)an 'eat' (Tucker & Bryan L966:208\
E9 Proto-Nilotic *Jto* 'eat, chew'(Dimmendaal 1988: 39)

Bender's (1996a: 90, 178) 'Good isogloss' #75 *Si(N)''fat or oil, meat' overlapping

with Ehret's (1989: 44) 'saharo-Sahelian' root*yen 'meat', the latter additionally in:

Compare with Bender's (1996a: 123) 'symbolic' item #273,'caçleopard, lion, hyena,

animal =meaFfat, fox, *-¡ta(u)-; 'animal=meaFfat in:

ytn
in

I
K

H
L

Komo
IK

Kunama

Krongo

'fat' (3ùm 'meat', Bender 1983:27l)
'animal'

(h)a¡ta

pátima(Talasa'animal, thing' ; Krongo'meat' ítílúa;
Schadeberg 1994: 22, 34, 43)

ØMtl: B
E4
G

NVltl:D
F

Maba
Nera
Kunama

Daza
Gaam
Berta
Fur
Mangbetu

ytnt
ony
o:g (Fazoglo);
neno, nino
nyinyi

In addition, the sample languages featured 5 transitional forms: 3 observed and expected
ØVltl- and 2 observed and expected NVN-sequences:

Note also Bender's (1996a: 124,88) 'Good isogloss' #64 *iÍø'eat, bite, food, drink' and

his'symbolic item' #275 *Nam 'food, dura, eatorbite orburn'. Gregersen's (1972:85)

Kongo-saharan root #51 for 'mealanimal'; e'g.:

NC Mossi nem(do)

Ijo noma
Longuda nYgflrc
Proto-Bantu * (n)yàmà; *-(1)amø (Meeussen 1980: 45)

Fulani nyaam-'to eat', ko'nyaame'food'

A Songai nYã'toeat'

Westermann's(1927:269)PWS *-nìàm-,*-nùm-'Tier,Fleisch'withreflexesinKwa,

Kru, Benue-Congo,Ijoidand Gur. See also Boyd's (1978: 62) Adamawa-Ubangianroots

for ,viande' (#43) nài, 7àmà, fã, etc. Also found in some Chadic languages (rare):

AA Hausa nãma'meat, flesh, (wild) animal'; etc. (Skinner 1996:

207)

Cf. also East African Khoisan:

KS Sandawe lnin(KagaYa1993:29)

This is a well-known 'common African root' with wide occurrence in both Nilo'Saharan

and Niger-Congo. Because other African languages use different roots (with a handñ¡l

119

niu;
no
nya

c
E3
H

ñù-kn Edgar (l99lb: 128)

Thetotal is aremarkable 8 occurrences inthe sample languages. Again, (possible) sound
changes do not obey statistical restrictions. In addition:

6 Note, however, the quite different roots in Jungraithmayr & Ibriszimow (1994, II: 230-231,
266-26',Ì).

' Cf. Greenberg's other different Nilo-Saha¡an 'man'-etymologies (aba, bí, etc. CII#62,
NS#92), and Gregersen's (1972:85) Kongo-Saharan roots #49 (gur, kili, kalle, etc.) and #50
(boro, belu, etc.).

ll8
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of exceptions), this might be a good piece of evidence for Kongo-Saharan. However,

noteworthy is the often different place of articulation concerning the second nasal in

Nilo-saharan and Niger-Congo. This is another case where statistical methods lose

transitional conespondences.

e#134'mouth 2' øVK (ES#78 onlY)

This etymology had, alongside the 4 observed strict word-initial ØVK-coincidences

(3 expected), 3 quite different transitional forms ('doubtful judgments' according to

Èender lg9øb q). Ttìe total was 7 occurrences in 18 sample languages' All, except

Nyangi, were Eastern Sudanic:

ØVK: El
E4
E8
K

Kenuz
Gaam
Daju
Nyangi

øgil
øg;

akkei
ak;

Transitional forms:
E3 Nera
E5 Nyimang
E7 Merarit

aulo;

!al;
kul;

clg, ulg in Bender (1996c: 145)

Heine's (197 5: 29 5) Proto-Kuliak * ak'Mund'

Cf. hagge 'tongue' in Bender (1971:268)

al (Bender 1996c:145)
Abuu Shaarib øwl according to Edgar (1991a: 128)

This is one of Bender's (1996c: 145, 1998: 59) EkÆastem Sudanic'isoglosses (#2k
,mouth'): *(a)ggut.Therefore, the etymology is not evidence for Nilo-saharan, but

instead ior eásietn Sudanic, as it was in Greenberg (1966)'8

s For anotherNilo-saharan root in Greenberg (1966), namely NS#96, CN#68 'mouth', strict

coincidences were found only in 2 sample languages. With supplementary evidencethere are many

more, at least:

D
E2
E4
E6
E9
F
G
H
I

Fur udo
Murle otok
Sillok utu
Temein ttuUkulin
Proto-Nilotic *(k)UPk

Mongbutu uti
Berta G)ndu
Kunama u:da
Koma (Madin) t?a

(Dimmendaal 1988:49)

(Tucker & Bryan 1966:256)
(Dimmendaal 1988:49)

(Bender 1998: 59)

(not in Bender 1996a: 135)

Cf.Bender's(1996a:135)root#328*(n)do'mouth,tongueort*gllg:':*(fr)utu(k)inE¡;
u pfiøily ririlar form is also found in *Nb do (Mande da 'tongue')' Cf. Westermann's (1927:

iÃe¡ *¡o',*und' (reflexes in Kwa and Mande). See also Ehret (1981: 278 and 1983: 412'413)'
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e#144 'one' TVK (NS#103, CN#72, ES#83)

Strict cases of word-initial TVK-coincidence were found in 3 sample languages, 2 were

expected:

c
D
E3

Maba
Fur
Nera

Mursi
Gaam
Dinik
Temein
Liguri
Berta

Talla

d'ò:nè,
dewê-n,
ónQà
kídcg
nchîck
duk'Una

{gønck,

tek (tócinEdgar l99lb: 128; duk in Bender 1996a: I l0)
tok, dik
doko, toko

Additionally, outside the sample:

E9 Dinka tok

In addition, one inexact similarity in the sample:

Nyangi odok; nardok in Heine (1975: 284); Foraremarkable
similarþ see E8 and L below.

K

One semantically different form in the sample:

E7 Merarit tok 'ten'

Similarly, outside the sample there is in Central Sudanic:

F Dendje doko 'ten'; Lendu di'one' in Fleming (1983: 457)

Note, as (at least weakly) supporting evidence:

E2
E4
E5
E6
E8
G

L

Mtxle adoi (Bender l97l:265,280)
rare according to Fleming (1983:457)
(Stevenson, unpubl.)
(Stevenson l99l: 366)
(Thelwall 1978:279)
(Bender l97l:269)
Tulishi kSttck, Krongo ígwa (Schadebetg

=Kadugli 1994:47\

Compare with Bender's (1996a: I 10, 120) 'satellite-Core isogloss' #199 *fU&'one, ten'

and his, Symbolic' item #261 * de(þ' one or first or alone or only, other, hand, two, four,

ten'; 'one' additionally in:

tzt
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I Komo de

PartiallysimilarisWestermann's(1927:249)PWS *lé(dé,dó)'eins' withreflexesd4
de etc. inKwa, Kru and Mande. Gregersen's (1972:85) Kongo-Saharan root #55:

similar roots are found in some Afroasiatic languages (chadic, cushitic):

NC Malinke, Dan
Gwa
t,o
Tamprusi

Note also: Duru

Bada

Tangale
Orono

Gaam
Berta

do
dogbo

4ÒPa
dike
dákå 'un' (#84 in Boyd 1978: 68)

{* 'un' (Piron 1997: 500-503, possibly of Chadic

origin)

dok (Jungraithmayr & Ibriszimow l994,ll:262)
tokko (Bender 1994: ll57)

kalat
halad (Fazoglo); halaúala, xalaa (Bender 1998: 62¡,En

kùt-kEd)

t22

AA

See also Bender (1992:24-26). This is a problematic root having a wide, and possibly

non-accidental, occurrence in different African phyla. However, its distribution is quite

unsystematic. Tentatively a few areal scatters might be outlined: one in West Africa,

others in Ethiopia and central Africa. Similar roots are also found outside Africa. Note

East African Khoisan:

KS Sandawe ts'eree (KagaYa 1993:48)

e#207'tongue 1' (KÐLVT (NS#140' CN#98' ES#116)

Greenberg's lists included 2 sample languages (l expected) with word-initial LVT-
similarity:

Merarit la:t
Koma litta (Kusgilo); Komo ltt'h in Bender (1983:274)

In addition, there were 2 observed and 4 expected cases of word'initial KVl-sequence:

E7
I

E4
G

N íl o- S aharnn Reuìsile-d

Both these languages are spoken in the border area of Ethiopia and Sudan. (One of
Bender's 1996a: I 49 Nilo-Saharan fragments.) Additionally, Greenberg's etymologies

included 3 other inexact forms in the sample languages:

Similarly, outside the sample

El Garko ialde; Meidob kadagr, Debripaldo,ín
Thelwall (1978: 280)

E8 Dagu of Western Kordofan kuldøg;Nyala¡nbre (Thelwall 1978: 281)
F Lendu leda

Possible supplementary evidence:

D
H
F

E5
J

Fur
Kunama
Mangbetu

Dinik
Hamej

(d)ati
ge:la:; kala inBender (1996a: 149)
kadra

òlÒ Note ¿Þ-elè'tooth' in Nyimang (Stevenson, unpubl.)

lua Other Gumuz dialects have somewhat different forms,
e.g. Kokit la,va:t€'tq (Bender 1979:67)

However, cf. Greenberg's (1966: 63) Afroasiatic root #]2,which is quite similar, e.g.

Hausa harie, halie
Berber ils
Sahidic Coptic las, AncientEgyptian ns (note n-l)
Arabic lisa:n

Orel & Stolbova's (1995: 361) reconstruction for PHS: #1666 */es 'tongue', e'g. in

Omotic *mi-lasJ, and Semitic *liia-n-. Note also contact with Jarawan, e.g.:

NC Bada /ìs 'langue'(Pitonl997:254)

Several occunences of (KV)LVT-coincidence in Nilo-Saharan were observed in and

around Ethiopia. However, an important difference be¡veen NS and Afroasiatic can be

observed: coronal stops in NS corresponding to the sibilants in AA. However, firther
research (involving semantic shifts like 'tongue'-'tooth/teeth'-'mouth') is necessary,

*t'íiL inBender (1994: I157)

t23
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Possible explanations include contact and sound symbolism.r0 Compare with Bender's

(1996a: l4l) item #357 *TelN-'tongue or language, lick, taste, molar or teeth' -

including F (a)dra/ledrt, t*ra/taLa,J t'€t'a,andllet'etc. - "linkingNilo-Saharan and

Afrasian" (Chadic *dlm andOmotic *ts'fl.

e#209'tooth' NVK (ES#117 onlY)

Only 2 word-initial NVK-similarities were expected due to random coincidence. Strict

cases were found in 4 sample languages (all Eastern Sudanic, except Nyangi):

El Kenuz nihta, ni:ta; Kenuz nel, Nobiin niid, etc' in Thelwall (1978:

280)
nigitat/nigit
nihi/nihitta
njik,brtt see below

A transitional fifth form occurred in:

E4 Gaam niet Because only the first alternative form in any sample

language was taken into consideration, the second form
(nyigitu) of Gaam in Greenberg's data was omitted from

statistical consideration. However, according to Bender (1998:

62) itis fiid.

Note the following supplementary evidence (some weaker than others):

A Dendi hírtydyè 'dent'(Zima 1994:227)

C Masalit káciggi,Mabasati-k(Edgarl99lb: 131)

Mimi (GD) ñain'dents' (Gaudefroy-Demombynes 1906: 154)

E5 Dinik ggít/ggítià;cf. Nyimang gìly'ì tongue' (Stevenson, unpubl.)

E6 Dese g.ft (Stevenson, unPubl.)

E7 Tama gyìt'tooth,claw', Erenga¡tlsit,lbhigógìt(Edgar l99la: 130)

r0 There is also another etymology for'tongue (2)' in Greenberg (1966): NS#14l:

B Kanembu delam;
NoteDazatele,íl 'langue' (Le Cæur & Le Cæur 1956: 331)

C Maba delmi(k)

Cf. Greenberg's (1963/1966 23) NC#45 'tongue', Gregersen's (1972: 88) Kongo-Saharan root

#74.tongue'Þleich's (1995: I l3)Niger-sah atan#deNe'tongue" and westermann's(1927:251)

PWS *-/¡r¡ta 'Zungø'.
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E2
E3
K

Didinga
Nera
Nyangi
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L Krongo

pix-telfix-ke (Stevenson l99l : 35 l)
nyertel nyerke (Jungraithmayr I 978: I 5 I )
ns'kí (Larochette 1958: 228); ne being a prefïx,
'déterminateur', according to Larochette. Could this be a re-
analysis?

Í¿n-j ¿nt,Kufo nSiginí/günl (Schadeberg 1994: 43)

Ehret's (1989: 40) 'Kir-Abbaian/Astaboran' (82, E3, E4) toot *niil'tooth'.

According to Heine (1975: 300):

K Nyangi elegw/sg. elegwód'Zahn'

Ehret (1981: 282) claims that Proto-Western-Kuliak *ilVgw is a loan from Cushitic.

Similar are also some Nilotic, Central Sudanic, Kordofanian and Cushitic roots, e.g.:

E9
F

Cf. NC
AA

Note:
AA

Shatt
Nyala
Mangbetu

Maiak
Lendu
Moro
Bilen

Somali

Egyptian

Lele

Mankanya
Bambara
Dagomba
Yoruba
Daka

E8

F

cf. orel,s & stolbova,s (1995: 27) reconstnrcted PHS #103 *?ilik-'tooth'; with clear

reflexes in Cushitic. According to them: "The word for tooth looks like a Cush[itic]
deverbative innovation and is preserved here because of the HS status of the

corresponding verb." ['bite, chew']

Iegit/le:k,Shilhr/r. leiClek (Hall & Hall 1996: l6l), etc.

leku (Flemng 1983: 471\
l- egat/iga! (Stevenson 1957 : 147)
Tall{i, eruk in Orel & Stolbova (1995:27);
in'hui:,
Tilig,Konso ilgita; Alaba In',tzt (Bender l97l:238-247)

nh/'tooth, fang' (Old Kingdom), Orel & Stolbova's (1995:

27 3) PHS# 123 5 * h anV &' tooth', claiming metathesis.

kasíngá; see other Chadic roots (Zaar såra Higi-Nkafalma
Musgoy ndin, etc.) and the discussion in Jungraithmayr &
Ibriszimow (1994, l: 170, II: 330'33 1).

(i)nyig (Mandyak)
nyin
nyine
enyi
nyine;

t25

Compare with the quite similar forms in Greenberg's (1966:23,159) Niger-Congo

(Adamawa-Eastern) and Niger-Kordofanian lists (both etymology #46 'tooth'); e.g.:

NC
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cf.
Talodi (j)Inyi;
Proto-Bantu *-iino (Meeussen 1980: 53)

Westermann' s (1927 : 267 -268) PWS *ní-, *-nín-' Zaltn' ; reflexes with wide occulrence

(in Kwa, Kru, Benue-Congo, Gur, Atlantic, and Mande). See also Blench's (1995: 124)

'Niger-saharan' root #nyi'tooth'.
NVK-roots for 'tooth' are common in Eastern Sudanic, possibly being

reconstructible for proto-ES. This root is usually missing in other NS lineages. A
multitude of more or less similar forms can be found outside Nilo-Saharan. Does this

mean borrowing, symbolism or what? At least some coincidences between NS and

Afroasiatic may reflect ancient contacts (lateral approximants instead of nasals). Note

thattheroottypegenerally isNV(N) inNiger-Congo, includingtheproto'language. The

evidence seems to be too exhaustive for being only due to pure chance.

e#223 (white2l PVPTLI (Ns#1s0, ES#12s)

One expected and 2 observed cases of word-initial PVP-coincidence in the sample

languages:

N il o- S aharan Rev i s it e d

Note Greenberg's (1966: 23-24,160) Niger-Congo (Adamawa-Eastern #49) andNiger-
Kordofanian (#50) word lists, e.g.:

NC Dyola
Sya
Mossi
llv
Mumuye
Ngbandi
Masakin

fur
foro
pel(ya)
pupu
puru
vulu;
ipu

faføra(k)
fefs, 'very white' [and'bright', Ideophone];

¡øbar'white' (Stevenson 1957: 175and l99l: 364)

Cf. Gregersen's (1972:88) Kongo-Saharan root #78 'white', e.g.

Kanuri bul
Avikam furu
Beri î"f"1"

Blench' s (199 5 : I I 3 )' Proto-Niger-saharan' # bulu' white'. Westermann' s (1927 : 27 9)

PWS *pù- '\ileiß', with reflexes in Kwa, Kru, Benue'Congo, Gur, Atlantic, and Mande.

Compare also with

F Lugbara fcr*rb'yellow'(Tucker1940:375)
AA Gisiga babarag (Itxrgraithmayr & Ibriszimow l994,ll:345)

Cf. Jungraithmayr & Ibriszimow's (1994, I: 178) Chadic root pr; restraining from

reconstruction and assuming NC origin. An unimportant coincidence can be found in
Omotic:

AA Janjero fcro @ender 1971:258)

Some support might be observed for an ES or nuclear NS root. However, this etymology

may even be evidence for Kongo-Saharan. Yet sound symbolism, however, can be a

plausible explanation in some cases at least. Note similarity with 'white 3'.

e#224'white3' PVT (NS#151)

The last of the three 'white'-etymologies in the combined list of Greenberg's Nilo-
Saharan: the sample languages featured 4 strict cases of word-initial PVT'coincidence,

and only 2 were expected with shared meaning:

D Fur pota

t27

B
NC

c
E5

Maba
Nyimang

cf. Bender's ( 1996a:11l) 'core-Group isogloss' #2ll */Er*pør- 'white, red orblood,

yellow','white', e.g. in:

Twampa -p'er
Krongo afiir-

Lexical innovation #2ln 'white, yellow' in EnÆastern Sudanic (also Ek-occurence

found in Nyimang) according to Bender (1996c: 147), e.g.:

Outside the sample:

E8 Sila papqra

Murle
Gaam
Doni
Lotuxo
Proto-Westem Nilotic

I
L

E2
E4
E6
E9

fcc,
bccr
-fw; alurUnyà 'yellow' (Stevenson, unpubl.)

-b(w)or-
*bor according to Reh (as cited in Rottland 1997:

172)

t26

cf.
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E4Gaampo:den;NotecontacttoBerta;pcc(n)inBender(1998:63)
G Berta fudi
KNyangibet;bsjNyangi*åec,Proto-KuliakinHeine(1976:299)

Additionally, Greenberg's lists included one inexact form in the sample:

I Koman mpata (Kusgilo); cf' Gule åit

Bender's (1996a:97)'Fait isogloss' #l2O *fvt 'clean' rub, wash' white''

In addition, there are 'regrettably' also other coincidences outside Nilo'Saharan:

pudu, plu 'to be white' (Westermann 1927:279)

åo:tf (Elderkin 1982: 78)

bið'a'yellow' (Fleming 1983: 473: "probably borrowed from

Cushitic")

fat (ideo.)'pure (white)' (Skinner 1996: 65)

p'rí; (Elderkin 1983: 510)

pet 4' a (Elderkin 1982: 1 8\

This type of root is quite rare in NS, and it is usually found in some languages of

Ethiopia or nearby areas.

e#22S,who, NVø (NS#152' CN#104' ES#126)

Eight cases of word-initial NVØ-coincidence were found in the sample of l8 languages;

líty z *"r"expected due to chance. only the f,lrst consonant is similar, the second being

u 
"éro 

.onronãnt (i.e' short root ending in a vowel)'

NC
AA

KS

Grebo
Welamo
Amharic

Hausa
Sandawe
Hadza

Daza
Maba
Kenuz
Nera
Nyimang
Merarit
Bari
Kunama

nya
nyia
ni
na(n)

!a
na
IJA

nø'who, which'

B
c
E1

E3

E5
E'7

E9
H

In addition, there was a 9th token, which was left out of statistical consideration due to

the strictness ofthe criteria:

E2 Didinga gøni; Note Shabo nee 'who' @hret 1995a: 188)
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Supplementary evidence:

Gaam
Temein
Liguri
Berta
Krongo

09na
ga, pl. ga-ni
keneen
nda?
ì1dó

(Bender 1998:63)
(Stevenson 1957: 175)
(Thelwall 1978:281)
(Bender 1998: 63)
(Schadeberg 1994:45)

E4
E6
E8
G
L

Compare with Bender's (I99I: 12,23-24) 'intenogative formative'y, additionally in:

F Central Sudanic (i)ggo, nga, ctc, etc.

According to Gregersen (1972:77) "Throughout both N[iger]-K[ordofanian] and NS,

the stems of interrogatives and the interrogative suffrx that often accompanies,

have nasals." His examples include 'who' in:

NC Proto-Bantu *-nanì or -náò (*nj Meeussen 1980: 55)

Ngbandi nq
Cf. Duru nón'qui?'(BoYd 1978: 62),etc.

See also the partially similar roots for 'who' in several Omotic and some Cushitic

languages:

AA Konso ayno
Shinasha ko:ne,Bartna ayne, etc' (Bender l97l:246'264)

This root was not used in Bender 1996a.It is well known that nasals are also used in

interrogatives outside Africa. Holever, because it has such a wide occurence in Nilo-
Saharan, there might be some substance behind it'

5. Suvtuenv

As a summary, the following tentative sketch regarding Nilo-Saharan linguistic

relationships can be proposed (see also Appendix l). Quite robust evidence was

observed for the nuclear Nilo-Saharan. The results suggest the revival and expansion of
former 'Chari-Nile', corresponding approximately to Bender's 'Satellite-Core'. This

nuclear Nilo-Saharan seems to include at least the following lineages:

Maban, Foran, Eastern Sudanic, Central Sudanic, Berta, and Kunama

Also related to Nilo-Saharan in the light of this sample are:
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Kadu, and Koman

Whether these families belong to the nuclear Nilo-Saharan, cannot be decided from this

sample. Besides the roots linking Kadu to Nilo-Saharan there are, however, some good

coincidences between Kadu and Niger-Congo. Some clues were found demonstrating

that the following lineages might have connections with Nilo-Saharan (possibly on a

mofe femote level):

Niger-Congo, and Saharan

Within this survey the lack of convincing evidence of their Nilo-Saharan affiliation
appears to concern the following families:

- Songai, Gumuz, and Kuliak

Quite a few coincidences with Nilo-Saharan were found to occur in these stocks, but

often similar roots were also observed outside Nilo-Saharan. Nevertheless, a more

remote relationship is always possible, even though its demonstration might at least be

difficult.
These results are based on a sample of lexical data, and the coincidences in

grammatical morphemes can change the picture in some respects. More importantly, the

evidence suggests that the effect ofancient loan words and possible substrate languages

can remarkably distort the results of any attempt to classiff distantþ related languages.

6. CoNcr.usroN

Several clues, both quantiøtive (statistical) and qualitative (linguistic) for a remote

relationship among almost all Nito-saharan lineages \ilere observed. Unarguably,

generally more evidence for Eastern Sudanic languages was found. The common origin

for the nucleus of Nilo-Saharan seems plausible, possibly with Niger-Congo' However,

the exact status of Nilo-Saharan remains unresolved until a comprehensive and

systematic comparison with all Niger-Congo branches is conducted. Especially the

position of Saharan languages remains obscure. The inclusion of questionable units, at

least Songai and Kuliak, plus Gumuz, could not be substantiated.

Sometimes areal diffusion might be an explanation for the occunence of similar

roots in different phyla. Every root seems to have its own peculiar geographic

distribution, quite frequentþ overthe family borders. No single feature orroot, whether

cultural or noi, can by itself prove linguistic relationship. Only the amount of systematic

evidence beyond chance and its qualþ are of any relevance. Nevertheless' even

spuriously significant coincidences can be found, these being ofno comparative value'

Presumably the role of sound symbolism has also been underestimated.
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Appendix2. Observed coincidences in Nilo-Saharan stocks and some control lineages,

including only those sample etymologies featuring more observed than expected tokens

in Greenberg's word lists.

Stock and
survey
language

# of etymology in the combined list

60 9l 95 tt2 t24 128 134 144 207 209 223 224 1) Totall

A Songai I I I o l-4

B Daza v I I o T (J I 2-7

C Maba v T I I I (J T I 6-8

D Fur t I a I v I I I 3-8

El Kenuz v I I o I v I 4-7

E3 Nera I I I T I I t V T 6-9

E5

Nyimang
I o a a v v o I I 3-10

E7 Merarit T T a o V I t T a I 4- 10

E2 Didinga o v T v aì T o T 2-8

E4 Gaam I I I I a T I o I a 2-t0

E6 Temein a V V a o o a o-7

E8 Daju I v V I v tr a U 2-9

E9 Bari o tr tr n v v tr o I t- l0

F

Mangbetu
t ú I o v ú I o V l-l I

G Berta I I v a I I a 2-7

H Kunama I T o I V T v I 4-8

I Koma t a a V a I o t l- 8

J Gumuz V a 2

K Nyangi v V v I I t t 3-7

L Krongo o a a o o a a a I
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The first figure ofthe total indicates the number of shict coincidences ín the original sample,

the secondìncludes other observed similarities also (such as transitional coincidences, related

languages, etc.).

Note on symbols:

strict word-initial CVC-coincidences in the original sample

transitional coincidences in the original sample

(including semanticalty different forms, like e#l l2'die 2')

Greenberg's evidence outside the sample

Supplementary evidence from other sources (not necessarily strict coincidences):

a sample languages (plus Gumuz and Krongo),
and wide occu¡rence in the major control lineages

O other languages within the same (Nilo-Saharan) stocks

V Other po;s¡ble cognâtes or random coincidences (somewhat subjectively chosen, not exhaustive),

including less common or more divergent forms; single and scattered occurrences in control languages

are not included. Ifmore semantic shifts are accepted, even more possible cognates might be found.

t
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Coincidences in major control lineages (preliminary investigation)

NC v a a v a a V 7

Omotic v V a v 4

Cushitic a V a 3

Chadic V a v v 4

Sandawe a V v a a 5

Expla-
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etymology in the combined list: number and gloss
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SALAMA
Swarrrr,r L¿.NCUAGE MANAGER

ARVI HURSKAINEN

University of Helsinki

SALAMA is an acronym for Swqhili Lqnguage Managert.It is a computerised

working environment, where it is possible, with the help of a set of programs and

user-defined utilities, to perform a multitude oftasks. For introducing SALAMA,
it is perhaps more interesting to describe its aims and applications frst, and then

give an outlay of its components. Appendix I gives an overall view of the

structure ofthe system, and of some of its applications. In this paper it is possible

to give only a briefand condensed description ofhow the system is constructed.

It is without any technical detail as to how the system is implemented. For those

interested in more detailed description of the components, a list of relevant
publications is added in the end of the paper. References to those are also made

in text.

SALAMA has grown gradually from a rudimentary morphological parsing

program into a comprehensive language management system. In other words,

there was no original plan for creating SALAMA. The accomplishment of one

phase has given impetus to another effort, and by building one block on another,

an end product of formidable properties has resulted.

At present, SALAMA has facilities for carrying out such task as:

Spelling checker of Standard Swahili text (implemented on Word 97 and later

versions)
Hyphenator for automatic hyphenisation of Swahili text (implemented on Word
97 and later versions)
Morphological analyser, with information on such features as: part-oÊspeech

(word class), tags for inflectional and derivational morphemes, lemma, etymology

of loan-words, tags for domain-specific terminology, gloss in English, etc.

Lemmatiser

I SALAMA was introduced and demonstrated for the first time in the 20û International

Biennial Conference of the African Language Association of Southem Africa (ALASA),

in July 5-9, 1999.


